GRAPHIC NOVELS 101

FOR STARTERS

*Dragon Ball Z* 978-1421520643
A band of fighters face impossible foes and thrilling adventures, fighting time-traveling warriors and alien invaders in a fantastical world of magic, technology, and martial arts.

*Naruto* 978-1421539898
A trouble-making young man struggles to graduate from Ninja Academy and become the next leader of his village, but his true destiny holds much more in store for him.

*Full Metal Alchemist* 978-1421540184
Two brothers, one outfitted with synthetic limbs and one nothing more than a soul trapped in a suit of armor after a tragic alchemical accident, use their powers as agents of the government and race against evil alchemists in their quest for the Philosopher’s Stone.

*Otomen* 978-1421521862
A popular high school athlete hides his love for girlish things, such as making stuffed animals and cute bento boxes, behind a hyper-masculine identity to please not only his mother but also his tomboyish girlfriend, the daughter of a tough martial arts instructor.

*Attack on Titan* 978-1612629711
In the last city on Earth, humanity takes shelter from the Titans, a race of giants of nearly wiped them out years ago. A young man named Eren yearns to explore beyond the city walls, but when a Titan breaches the city, his dreams become a terrifying reality.

*Blue Exorcist* 978-1421540320
The spawn of Satan himself swears vengeance on the dark lord, but first he must graduate from the True Cross Academy and become an exorcist, all while hiding his demonic heritage.

*Princess Princess* 978-1569708569
An all-boys school elects three attractive first year students to dress up princesses for important school events, and one student grudgingly accepts the honor to take advantage of the many “princess perks.”

*My Little Monster* 978-1612625973
A strange relationship between a self-absorbed overachieving student and an impulsive brute who is prone to sudden outbursts develops when a mandatory assignment is seen as an act of kindness.

*Kamisama Kiss* 978-1421536385
A new-fledged godling struggles with her new power and responsibilities as she also deals with her cranky, but kinda hot, ex-familiar.
Ms. Marvel: No Normal 978-0785190219
A teenage Muslim girl finds herself in possession of fantastic shape-shifting powers, and she uses them to emulate the superheroes she idolizes even as she deals with the challenges of high school life.

Spider-Man: Miles Morales 978-0785199618
Joining the Avengers, standing alone against a powerful foe that could destroy the universe, dealing with his grandmother, and struggling with his grades are just some of the challenges the all-new, all-different Spider-Man has to face.

Princeless: Save Yourself 978-1939352545
Instead of waiting for a brave prince to save her from a tower guarded by a dragon, a princess who hates everything about being a princess decides to take matters in her own hands.

Star Wars: Skywalker Strikes 978-0785192138
All-new adventures in the galaxy far, far away, with all of the daring, intrigue, and excitement that fans know and love.

The Witcher: House of Glass 978-1616554743
A professional monster hunter finds himself in an eerie, otherworldly house that defies natural order with endless rooms and horror around every corner, include a murderous undead entity.

Black Panther: A Nation Under Our Feet 978-1302900533
The proud king of Wakanda faces an uprising within his nation and must balance being a just and noble king with maintaining order within his kingdom.

Superman: Son of Superman 978-1401267766
An older, wiser Superman from an alternate universe steps up after witnessing the death of his counterpart, but hot on his trail is a villain sworn to protect the Kryptonian bloodline who sets his sights on Superman’s son.

Batman: I Am Gotham 978-1401267773
When two new super-powered heroes show up in Gotham City, it seems as if the city is going to be safer than ever—but not all things are as they seem.

Wonder Woman: The Lies 978-1401267780
Severed from the Gods of Olympus and the Amazons, Wonder Woman must find her vanished home of Themyscira to unravel the mysteries of her past.
CLASSIC STORIES

X-Men: The Dark Phoenix Saga 978-0785164210
A malevolent alien entity possesses one of the world’s most powerful telepaths, putting the entire world at risk and forcing the X-Men to take tragic, drastic action.

X-Men: Days of Future Past 978-0785164531
To prevent a future where mutants are mercilessly hunted and killed, one of the X-Men must travel to the past and stop the chain of events that lead there.

X-Men: Mutant Genesis 978-0785195122
The X-Men face foes old and new alike in adventures that take them all over the world and even to the stars.

Batman: A Death in the Family 978-1401232740
The tragic loss of Batman’s sidekick, Robin, at the hands of his greatest nemesis, the Joker.

All-Star Superman  978-1401232054
As he faces his own mortality, Superman sets out to do as much good as he can before his death, proving that he is truly the world’s greatest hero.

Spider-Man: Birth of Venom 978-0785124986
The origin of one of Spider-Man’s greatest foes: the dark reflection of his own persona known as Venom.

Civil War 978-0785121794
When a national tragedy inspires greater regulation of superhero and vigilante activities, the Marvel Comics heroes find themselves in conflict over, with teams divided and loyalties questioned all around.

The Infinity Gauntlet 978-0785156598
The Avengers, the New Warriors, and the X-Men must join forces to fight the Mad Titan, Thanos, with the universe itself hanging in the balance.

Planet Hulk 978-0785120124
Exiled into outer space for being too dangerous to stay on Earth, the Incredible Hulk crash lands on the planet Sakaar and begins an adventure unlike any he’s ever seen before.

Blackest Night 978-1401229535
A mysterious force is resurrecting dead superheroes and turning them into undead Black Lanterns. Only the combined power of all the Lantern Corps and Earth’s heroes can stop the world-shattering horror.

JLA 978-1401233143
Earth’s Greatest Superheroes join forces to stop the Hyercian, a band of alien heroes who are secretly villains in disguise.
Marvel Age: Spider-Man
A collection of adventures featuring everybody’s favorite web-crawler that are appropriate for all ages.

Teen Titans Go!
A team of super-powered teens, led by Batman’s sidekick, Robin, embark on zany adventures full of fun and surprises.

Sonic the Hedgehog
Based on the classic video game hero, Sonic and his friends zoom through battles with the evil Dr. Robotnik.

Phoebe and Her Unicorn
A young girl and her fantastical pet share amazing adventures.

Babymouse
The fun-loving Babymouse lives it up in this imaginative series that focuses on friendship and social acceptance.

Comics Squad
An anthology series of comedic school adventures by an all-star cast of creators.